
Habitat is where it's at!

What is one of the biggest contributors

to the overall health of wildlife and

fish? Their habitat! Throughout this

booth box, students will investigate local

habitats the way that the scientists at

Game and Fish do, in order to learn

more about what it takes to have a

healthy habitat. They will explore both

aquatic and terrestrial habitats through

these hands-on activities, and come to

appreciate the habitats right in their

backyard or schoolyard! Combining art,

science, and math, these lessons are

designed to engage students in the

fundamentals of keeping Wyoming

wildlife and fish pristine for generations

to come!

- Plant dichotomous
key lesson plan and
materials

-Plant pressing lesson
plan and materials

-Forage frenzy lesson
plan and materials

- ABCs of Habitat
lesson plan and
materials

Background Information
IN THIS BOOTH
BOX:



Digital
Resources

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Educatio
n/Wild%20Times/Wild-Times-Spring-2020.pdf

Forage Article

Around WY: Habitat improvement projects

Trail Cam Video: Wyoming Bighorn Sheep

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Ho
me/Around-WY_Habitat-Improvement-(1).pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLUuOGae4yY&t=62s

Habitat is where it's at!

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Ho
me/Wild-Times-Summer-2017.pdf

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Ho
me/Activity_Nature-Bingo.pdf

Nature Bingo

Wild Times: How habitat can benetif from fire

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Education/Wild%20Times/Wild-Times-Spring-2020.pdf
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Home/Around-WY_Habitat-Improvement-(1).pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLUuOGae4yY&t=62s
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Home/Wild-Times-Summer-2017.pdf
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Home/Activity_Nature-Bingo.pdf


Habitat is where
it's at Return
Checklist
PLEASE PACKAGE IN
BOX AND RETURN

PLEASE KEEP OR
DISPOSE

Unused paper
Plant dichotomous key pictures
Poisonous plants handout
Plastic circles
Metal circles
Unused data sheets
Electric scale
Habitat component pictures
Teacher guide

Anything broken or damaged
beyond repair

Written on or used papers



Introduction

Time: 30 - 45 minutes

Summary: In this activity, students will

create their own dichotomous key for

local plants! Remember, observation

and connection to the plants is even

more important than knowing scientific

names at this stage, so encourage

students to come up with their own

names and descriptions for plants!

PLANT DICHOTOMOUS
KEYS

Habitat is where it's at
adapted from Utah State University extension activity

Materials
Large butcher paper

Writing utensils

Plant guide

Outdoor space to collect

plant samples

What is a Dichotomous Key? A

dichotomous key is a tool that allows

the user to determine the identity of

items in the natural world, such as

trees, wildflowers, mammals,

reptiles, rocks, and fish. Keys consist

of a series of choices that lead the

user to the correct name of a given

item. "Dichotomous" means "divided

into two parts". Therefore,

dichotomous keys always give two

choices in each step. Simplified

Example on the right.

Scientific Example Link

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://experientialscienceprojects.weebly.com/aquatic-invertebrate-populations-analysis.html&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1613521070959000&usg=AOvVaw3atgSAUKEDl9yCXli49W86


Ask the class, “What would a grocery store be like without a

classification or organization system?” 

Do a think-pair-share with this question. First, ask the students to silently

think about this question for 1-2 minutes. When you feel that they have

ideas flowing and are ready to talk, ask them to turn to a partner and

share their thoughts. This process should last about 5 minutes as partners

discuss their thoughts and ideas. 

After they are finished talking to their partner, you should open it up to a

whole class discussion, in which students can share what they discussed

with their partner, as well as their personal thoughts on the matter with

the entire class. Talk about how scientists have their own classification

systems to help them identify and classify various plants and animals

that live in our world. 

Shoe Dichotomous Key

Ask for ten volunteers. Each of these volunteers should take off one of

their shoes and place it in the middle of the circle.

 Tell the class that they have to divide these shoes into two different

categories, based on their characteristics. The two groups do not have

to have the same amount of shoes, but there needs to be two distinct

groups. 

Allow students to give suggestions about how they could divide the

shoes, and discuss as a class the pros and cons of dividing the shoes in a

variety of ways. 

Once an agreement has been reached about how to divide the shoes,

write the two opposing characteristics on the board, about 2 feet away

from each other. (An example dichotomous key is found below so you

can get an idea of how this should look.)

 Come back to the piles of shoes. Explain that for a moment, one of the

piles will be pushed aside; however, the students will have a chance to

work with that pile again later.

 

Activity:



With one pile now in the center, tell the students they must again divide this

pile into two piles, but this time, with a new set of characteristics. 

When the new agreement is reached, write the two new distinguishing

characteristics on the board, as in the example below. 

Continue this process until there is only one shoe left for a specific

characteristic. At this point, label the characteristic with the shoe owner’s

name on the whiteboard, as well as the shoe type and make, if desired. 

Once this process has been completed for one of the original piles, go back

to the other pile and go through the same process. 

Example: 

Moving onto plants...

Follow up with a deeper discussion on how dichotomous keys work. 

Why are they important? 

Why is detail an important part of the creation process? 

Did the key for the shoes work? 

What was good about the created key? What could have been better? (talk

about the ambiguity of subjective classifications and discuss why objective

ones work best)



Reflection & Wrap Up:

Explain that students will have the opportunity to sort real plants from

Wyoming today, and to create scientific dichotomous keys for them, so

that they can classify them, just as real scientists do. 

Depending on the age you are teaching, you can choose to do the

following activity as a whole class, or in small groups. 

Give each group a collection of plant samples (up to 10 different types).  

Some good samples to potentially include are:

Lodgepole pine, Limber pine, ponderosa pine, Douglas fir or subalpine fir,

blue spruce, aspen, sagebrush, wood rose, rabbitbrush, cottonwood, willow

As groups of students observe each sample, they should list noticeable

characteristics, such as ‘has veins,’ ‘smooth edges,’ and ‘long needles’.

Students should list characteristics for each of the 10 samples.

 Using the list of characteristics that they have created for the plants, they

should create a dichotomous key to help identify each item. (It may be

helpful to remind students about how they created a dichotomous key for

their shoes and post the final key from that activity as a reference)

If the activity is done in small groups, students may move around to other

groups to test out each other’s keys. If done as a whole class, you can find

other plants (outdoors or even google some plants from around the world)

and see if they fit into their classification system. It is totally ok if students

do not know the names of plants - they can even create their own names

based on their observations of plants. 





Fir Willow

Cottonwood Pine

Spruce Aspen

Oak Cherry



Introduction:

Time: 40 min total, plus a few

days wait time

Summary: In this activity,

students will be able to combine

art and science to create

beautiful plant pressings,

complete with scientific

information!

PLANT PRESSING
Habitat is where it's at

Materials
Collected leaves, grasses, flowers,

or ferns

Paper (parchment, newspaper, or

copy all work)

Textbooks or other heavy items

Seek by iNaturalist app on a

tablet, classroom computer, phone

Poisonous plants handout

For hundreds of years, people have been drying and preserving specimens

they find in nature in order to study them further, or even just for art! Today,

you will be pressing, drying, and researching some plants in order to show

off their natural beauty for a long time, as well as study them like a

scientist!

NOTE: Plants should only be collected from areas with permission (such as

private land like school grounds), and poisonous plants should never be

collected.

Activity:

After gaining permission from the school, invite students to collect a few

plants from the school grounds. They should choose plants that are fairly

abundant, small enough to fit on a piece of paper, and not poisonous! Make

students aware of what poison ivy, poison oak, and poison hemlock look like.

After they have gathered their plants, have them lay them out on a piece of

paper. Remember, the plants will be flattened and the moisture will seep

out of them, so students might need to trim plants to ensure they fit

completely on the paper.



Lay another piece of paper on top of the arranged plants. Carefully put

this “plant sandwich” between two closed textbooks. If they are smaller

textbooks, put other weighted objects on top. Now comes the wait! 7 days

is ideal, but whatever amount of time you can give your plants to dry is fine

enough.

After the wait, have students unveil their newly dried plants! Ask students

to reflect on how their plant changed during the drying process. Do they

look or feel different?

Students can use glue to permanently arrange their plants to a piece of

paper to make a beautiful decoration for their homes or the classroom.

Extensions: Invite students to use the plant IDs to identify their plant and a

few facts about them.

After glueing their plants to the paper, have students draw an entire

habitat around the plants, including the resources the plant needs to

survive (soil, water, air, and sun), and some creatures that use the plant as

a resource.

Ask students to reflect on this activity and how it connects to both art

and science. 

Are there any other ways that they see art and science intersecting? Ask

them to brainstorm such intersections with their neighbors and collect

these ideas on the board.

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Activity continued:



These pictures are not exhaustive, but examples of a few of the more common 
poisonous plants in WY. Do not collect these for plant pressing with your students. 



Poison 
Ivy



Poison 
Oak



Poison 
Hemlock



Introduction

Time: 45 minutes

Summary: In this activity, students

will investigate the types of forage

(vegetation) that animals could eat

around your schoolyard, as well as

calculate the incredible amount of

biomass that these often-forgotten

plants have!

FORAGE FRENZY
Habitat is where it's at!

Materials
Plastic circles

Smaller metal circle

Data Sheets

Electric scale

Seek by iNaturalist app on a

tablet, classroom computer,

phone, etc

Invite students to imagine some of the largest land animals on planet earth.

Write or draw their examples on a whiteboard. Many examples could include

African and Asian elephants, giraffes, moose, bison, rhinos, elk, and hippos.

After you have a good list on the board, ask students to brainstorm things

these animals have in common, besides their huge heft!

If they do not come up with it on their own, guide the students to thinking

about what these critters eat - that’s right, despite their size, the largest

land animals on earth tend to be herbivores (animals that eat plants)!

While this seems surprising at first, if you think of a simplified food chain

(sun → plants → herbivores → omnivores → carnivores), it begins to make

sense. The sun provides all of the initial energy (ex: 10,000 kcal of energy).

Most of that energy ends up “lost” as heat, and only 10% of the initial energy

is used by the next level up, meaning the plant level has 1,000 kcal of

energy. This pattern repeats, all the way to the top of the food chain! In this

example, the herbivore level would have 100 kcal of energy, the omnivores 10

kcal of energy, and the carnivores only 1 kcal! In essence, the “closer” you

are to the sun in this simplified food chain, the more energy you have,

meaning the bigger you could potentially get! The picture below helps

demonstrate this principle. You can do as in depth or not with this with your

students, depending on their interest and prior knowledge. Image source:

Wikipedia.



For this activity, students will be identifying and weighing forage in a local

area, such as the school yard or nearby park. 

Break the students into groups, or allow them to complete it individually.

Give each group 1 of the included plastic circles. This will represent their

study area. Once you reach your study location, the groups can find a spot,

put down their circle, and become experts on everything within their circle!

Each group will identify and record the different types of plants within their

circle in the Student Activity Sheet or in their notebooks. It is ok if they

aren’t 100% sure on a plant - grasses and other small plants can be tricky!

As long as they have a general idea that is good enough!

After each group has finished, bring the group back together to discuss

what they found. Did anything surprise the groups? Did they find any more

of one thing than they thought? What if they changed their location? How

would that affect their findings? What sort of animals might depend on the

plants they were able to find?

Activity:



Reflection & Wrap Up:

After discussing their initial findings, talk about how what they just did is

very similar to what scientists in Game and Fish do! They study the habitat

to make sure it is healthy and plentiful enough for Wyoming’s wildlife. Now

that they have identified the available forage, it is time to quantify it! Make

sure you have school permission to do this next part, as it involves cutting

grass and vegetation from an area to weigh it.

Ask the students how they could figure out how much grass and vegetation

they had in their entire schoolyard. One way would be to individually cut

and weigh all of the plants. Not only would that take hours, it would also

destroy the landscape! So instead, they will be taking a sample, and using it

to infer about the rest of the habitat. Have students pick an area that

seems to be averagely vegetated - not the most dense, not the most sparse.

That way, it will be a more accurate representation of the land. 

Then, put the circle down to mark the spot. Cut, or have students cut, all of

the vegetation in that area, being sure to put all that is collected into a

bag or bowl, as it is important to have accurate data. 

After it is cut, weigh the sample taken on the electric scale. How much

forage biomass did they have in that area? If you happen to know or

estimate the area of your schoolyard, you can figure out the average

biomass of forage in the entire area! 

On average, an adult elk will eat 3 lbs of food per day, per 100 lbs of body

weight. So a 700 lbs elk will eat 21 lbs of food per day! Is there enough

biomass at your school to sustain even one elk for a season? Probably not!

Ask the students to think of ways that scientists at Game and Fish use this

information to help keep wildlife healthy



.One way is to measure the amount of forage (in the same way you just

did!) at the end of the summer, when it has finished growing, and then

again after the animals (elk, deer, bighorn sheep, or others) have grazed

there, and calculate how much has been eaten. If more than 50% of the

biomass of the forage was eaten, Game and Fish come up with a plan to

allow for that forage to recover. This is often done through hunting. Here is

a link to more information about this technique of habitat management

(scroll to page

3):https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Education/Wild%20Ti

mes/Wild-Times-Spring-2020.pdf

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Education/Wild%20Times/Wild-Times-Spring-2020.pdf


Introduction:

Time: 30 minutes

Summary: In this activity, students

will identify the components that

make up a habitat!

THE ABC'S OF HABITAT
Habitat is where it's at!

Materials

Habitat component pictures

Outdoor space 

Find an area where cards can be placed and learners can explore safely.

Mix-up and shuffle picture cards, and place them face down on the ground.

If need be, weigh them with rocks or other objects. Draw three columns on

the whiteboard; label one abiotic, one biotic, and one cultural.

Activity:

Gather learners in a semicircle facing the whiteboard. Ask them to define

each term, providing guidance as necessary. If there is space, write each

definition on the whiteboard.

Provide learners with the following instructions: when you say “go” they will

choose a card and stand by it. When everyone is standing by a card, they

can pick up and look at their card. Once they have done this, give them a

few minutes to observe their card. Prompt this by asking, “What does your

picture show? How would you describe it to an alien or someone that cannot

see? How does your picture fit into a habitat?”



Mark three different spots with a water bottle or use natural landmarks.

Designate one “abiotic”, another “biotic”, and the last “cultural

influences”. Tell learners to think about which category their card belongs

in, and direct them to stand in that area.

Once all learners are in an area, have them share their picture with each

other, and explain what their card shows and why they think it belongs in

that category. Invite discussion using two cents routines, etc. If a learner

decides they are in the wrong category, let them move (as long as they

explain their reason, and share their picture with their new group).

Gather all groups around the whiteboard and have each learner write

down their picture on the whiteboard under the category they think it fits

into. Provide guidance and clarification if necessary.

Once all learners have written on the whiteboard, choose five different

marker colors. Explain that another way to think about habitat is to look at

the 5 components of habitat: food, water, shelter/cover, space, and

arrangement/community. Define these terms if needed, and assign each

one its own color. Direct students to come up and circle each item from

the list with the color of marker that represents each habitat component.

Allow students to observe and discuss the results of this.

Finish by stating that this is a fairly short list when you think of all the

things around you (literally refer to your location). Ask learners to share

one or two ideas of things around them that would fit, and which category

they would belong to. You can connect this last part with a bioblitz or

forage frenzy.

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Activity continued:



Picture Card Key:

Lightning

Rocks

Snow

Soil

Wind

Aspen

Lichen

Lodgepole pine

Log

Wildflowers

Mule deer

Pronghorn

Rattlesnake

Raven

Sagegrouse

Skull

Trees 

Trumpeter swans

Wetlands

Boat ramp

Kids with fish

Game and fish checkpoint sign

Redshirt with fence

Wildlife underpass

Abiotic

Biotic

Cultural
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